
Call hidden div from imagemap
Posted by clambio - 2014/12/01 16:00
_____________________________________

Hello,
I have a rather complex imagemap and want to call the Lightbox by clicking on mapped areas. Within the Lightbox I want
to open several hidden Â´s. For every mapped area another .

Here a codesnippet:


SNIPPET OF MY IMAGEMAP





 






SNIPPET OF ONE OF MY HIDDEN DIV WHICH I WANT TO DISPLAY



 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Yes, I installed the system everywhere PlugIn and it is activated.
Thats the link to website: http://fonag.org.ec/inicio/link2c
The Lightbox shall be called when clicking on the red flowers under the speaking bubble, on the bottom in the middle of
the image.
I am working with Joomla 2.5.19.


Thanks a lot!

============================================================================

Re:Call hidden div from imagemap
Posted by admin - 2014/12/01 16:01
_____________________________________

Hello,

Is it possible to see the problem?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Call hidden div from imagemap
Posted by clambio - 2014/12/01 16:03
_____________________________________

ARI Soft Forum - ARI Soft Kunena Forum Component version: NEW VERSION GOES HERE Generated: 25 April, 2024, 02:13



Sorry, just realised it.
Updated my question.

============================================================================

Re:Call hidden div from imagemap
Posted by admin - 2014/12/01 16:14
_____________________________________

Check that "System - ARI Sexy Lightbox" plugin is installed, enabled and configured. Set also "Load" parameter to
"Always" in plugin settings.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Call hidden div from imagemap
Posted by clambio - 2014/12/01 16:25
_____________________________________

That should be all good.
Here a screen of my settings.

http://s17.postimg.org/ogl7nsjyn/Screen_LB.jpg

============================================================================

Re:Call hidden div from imagemap
Posted by admin - 2014/12/01 17:11
_____________________________________

We wrote about "System - ARI Sexy Lightbox" plugin, not about "System - ARI Sexy Lightbox Anywhere" plugin.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Call hidden div from imagemap
Posted by clambio - 2014/12/01 17:38
_____________________________________

Jesus,
thats embarassing. Sorry for keeping you guys busy with my "disability" to read!
It works like a charme now :)
Thanks a lot again!
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